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Dominik Friedrich

Grown up surrounded by classical music and folk music of other cultures, it was clear to Dominik Friedrich  

from an early age that becoming a musician is the only way for him. After studying and performing in many  

different styles, he found a musical language to play in - his very own world of sound. 

Alone with just his guitar named Lalola, he calls his songs into being with a richness of tone you would only 

expect from a whole band. Extreme virtuosity combined with uniqueness and passion, yet authentic and 

credible. His songs tell us about the journey. About being at home in the unknown. Music with hiking boots. 

Links https://www.dominik-friedrich.com/ 

● Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/dominik_friedrich_music/ ●  JPC: https://bit.ly/ReiseReiseCD

● YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/c/DominikFriedrich ● Spotify: http://bit.ly/SpotifyFriedrich

● Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/dominikfriedrichmusic/ ● iTunes: http://bit.ly/iTunesFriedrich

Discography

Reise Reise #2 (2020)

About Reise Reise #2

Reise Reise #2 is like a diary from a journey. The song „Here I was born“ e.g. is inspired bythe adventurous  

ascension of Myticas, the highest peak of Mount Olympus in Greece. Rainsurprised us and a rescue team had 

to bring us back down during nighttime.  TramuntanasTraum is inspired by a  poem of  twelve  years old 

croatian boy. He describes how the forrest ofthe croatian island “Cres” dreams that once again children come 

to play and dance there inthe nature. But nowadays only thieves and destroyers come into the forrest without 

the sense of the dignity that this place has. Like this song, each of the tunes on Reise Reise has it’s ownstory.  

The most emotional song is Burning Rain, in which I process a climbing accident onCorse. Two years straight 

I felt permanent pain. As I found faith again in god and in myself and slowly came back to life I wrote this  

song.
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„Dominik Friedrich is a musician who combines finest virtuosity, uniqueness and passion to create moving 

music. Furthermore he is absolutely authentic and credible. And this combination is very rare. An 

exceptional musician!“  - Reentko Dirks (Cirque du Soleils, European Guitar Quartet, MASAA)

„Dominik is a passionate free thinker. And this is audible in each tone of his music that he plays and sings. 

Since he is a musical globetrotter par excellence, he is able to find surprising connections between musical 

worlds which seemed to be foreign to each other.“  - Thomas Fellow (Friend `n Fellow, Hands on Strings)

„Dominik is a true artist! His journey contains a lot of fantasy, curiosity and openness for different musical 

cultures. Dominik’s creativity doesn’t seem to have a limit.“  - Nora Buschmann 
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